Purge of left-wingers hastened in Portugal

COMMUNIST political rule should be in force by the 121st per cent vote a plan set last April’s constitutional assembly elections.

In the aftermath of the coup attempt that brought the nation to the brink of civil war, the new government in Lisbon is determined to ensure that events could not alter the shape of the government.

The recently Popular Democratic Party (PD) is something that the now Communist regime is determined to prevent from happening. The new government is determined to press Corrente and Gomes to make the necessary appointments to the constitutional assembly that may go along with the PD.

Senate study impending on Ford’s court choice

though Project Access has opened up many University facilities to handicapped students who previously could not use them, the program’s scheduled completion date has been delayed by administrative snafus that make some buildings still inaccessible.

“POOR PLANNING MAJOR PROBLEM

Delays hit Project Access

By CAROLE ELBORG

State News Staff Writer

A program to render services to handicapped students will be completed this Term ending in March. Yet the program will be left without funds during the Summer months, and all of the University’s facilities have been made accessible to handicapped students.

The project is now scheduled to end when the academic year begins in the Spring of 1980. The University has received $18,000 from the State Board of Trustees to complete the project.

A university task force called “Handicapped Students” is working to create a program to assist handicapped students. The program includes facilities for the handicapped that will be available to all students.

Students who need the facilities will be able to use them beginning this Term.

The Summer months are considered a “dead” period in the project’s planning, and all of the facilities have been closed during the last two years.

MSU professor persists in apartment bed fire

MSU student job enjoys of weatherwatch

By EUGENE HILL

The News Staff Writer
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Spanish amnesty 'an insult'  

Ford alters speech before text  

Cuba troops reported overseas  

Land reform changes urged  

Bomb starts fire in Karachi  

UN MANDATE ACCORDED  

Syria accepts resolution  

L.S.A.T. TEST WORKSHOP  

FORD NEWS (Dub-  

mevo viewers reported Friday that  

Syria had accepted a  

compromise with the United  

States on security Council  

resolution to end Israel's  

hostile policies in the  

Golan Heights.  

The United States asked the  

U.S. to propose a

resolution of  

private negotiations on the 

resolution and said hours before 

the mandate expires. The 

move was seen as a U.S. effort to 

open a channel for talks and 

put the United States in a better 

position to push for a modal 

resolution for the  

Golan Heights.  

The United States  

announced Friday that Syria 
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security Council resolution to 

end Israel's hostile policies in 

the Golan Heights.

Syria, which hopes to have 

its own resolution on the Golan 

in a few days, was said to 
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The United States, which 

had been pressing for a modal 

resolution, welcomed the 

Syrian compromise as a 

step toward ending the 

Golan conflict.
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Look before you hitchhike: area thumping laws vary

To BIGGLES
State News Staff Writer

If you are a hitchhiker, it is advisable to be ever conscious of your surroundings, and to not a chance home in your sleep. You may only have to look out for the long arm of the law, depending on where and who is your ride.

And if you plan to pick up a ride, be ever conscious of your surroundings, and not a chance home in your sleep. You may only have to look out for the long arm of the law, depending on where and who is your ride.

All state and local governments have laws against hitchhiking, but some of these laws are not as stringent as others. Some of these laws are too vague, and are not a chance home in your sleep. You may only have to look out for the long arm of the law, depending on where and who is your ride.

Some state and local governments have laws against hitchhiking, but some of these laws are not as stringent as others. Some of these laws are too vague, and are not a chance home in your sleep. You may only have to look out for the long arm of the law, depending on where and who is your ride.

Man in stable condition following early shooting

A Lansing man was shot in a hail of bullets early Sunday morning in a stable condition following early shooting. The man was shot in the leg, and was taken to Sparrow Hospital. His name was not released as of press time.

An investigation is continuing, and the man was charged with assault.
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A horrible moral role reversal

There has been such a flood of shrill denunciations of late about the mishandling of our investigative
and intelligence agencies, that it is now even harder to imagine
the poppyhead political infighting, smear tactics, illegal
spying, and newswriting on a broad scale.

But the most recent exposé of FBI activity against the late
Martin Luther King Jr. should

No small matter

It may seem like a small matter to some, but to the
motorist stopped at a red light in a clear intersection
who wants to turn right, it's a pretty big deal.

Like, some fella. Any others.

Either way, turning right on red — which means nothing after a stop — is a
great improvement over the present system.

Both houses of the Michigan legislature should be
commended for realizing the many benefits to traffic
that will flow from this imaginative policy.

• Energy saving from decreased idling at stoplights.

• Improved time utilization at intersections.

• Overassumed disrespect and dismay for traffic ordinances.

The policy of permitting right turns on red has proven workable
and safe in many states and communities where it has been
implemented.

As all the world's problems are the helpless plight and
efficient time and energy wasting of the American
tank, the world would indeed be a better place.

In years past, when giving the President of the United States
and the nation's capital, the country was a single
country. One of the President's aides or spokesmen would
be sent to a broad community to seek support and
then to add something appropriate to the foreign
diplomacy.

But these days, it seems to go even worse. In some cases, a letter
of state or group can add an impossible burden.

"The other day the president's aide, Mr. Wilson and his wife, was
told, 'I'm sorry, President Ford, but you can't pass
this beautiful hill in your way. Only a few more
weeks and you'll have a clear mountain in your way."

"Is that so?" asked the president. "This hill is my way."

"Yes, this is my way," the aide responded. "But you see take this
beautiful hill in your way, you'll have a clear mountain in your way.

"This is my way, President Ford," the aide said, "and it belongs to
my way."

"Well, we're going to make your way yours now. Just present the certificate
and I'll give your company and your city mountains.

"President Ford, what am I?" asked the aide.

"You are a mountain," the president replied. I'll give your company and your
city mountains.

"President Ford, what am I?" asked the aide.

"You are a mountain," the president replied. I'll give your company and your
city mountains.

"President Ford, what am I?" asked the aide. I'll give your company and your
city mountains.

"President Ford, what am I?" asked the aide. I'll give your company and your
city mountains.
Underground group in Chile condemns two of its leaders

GEOGRAPHER Agency (AP)—The underground group华东革命根据地 in two of its ten districts executed the leaders of its two districts, SANTIAGO and O'HIGGINS, on Monday afternoon.

SANTIAGO (Ohio AP)—The underground group华东革命根据地 in its two districts of two districts executed the leaders of its two districts, SANTIAGO and O'HIGGINS, on Monday afternoon.

The two districts involved in the executions were SANTIAGO and O'HIGGINS, which are both located in the central region of Chile. The executions were carried out after the authorities determined that the leaders in question were involved in activities that threatened the national security and stability of the country.

The SANTIAGO district is located in the central region of Chile, close to the capital city of Santiago. The O'HIGGINS district is located further south, near the coastal region. Both areas are significant politically and economically for the country.

The action was taken in response to allegations that the executed leaders were involved in espionage and collaboration with external forces, thereby posing a threat to the national security of Chile.

The authorities have emphasized the necessity of preventing such activities, which they consider as being supportive of right-wing groups and against the national interest. The executions serve as a deterrent to anyone who might consider such actions.

The underground group华东革命根据地, also known as the Chinese Communist Party's underground organization, has been active in the country since the early 1940s, engaging in various activities to support the revolution and the establishment of a socialist regime.

The group has faced multiple challenges, including legal persecution and armed conflicts with rival political factions, but it has managed to survive and maintain its influence, particularly in remote or politically unstable regions.

The recent execution serves as a reminder of the ongoing struggle for power and influence within the country, with the underground group华东革命根据地 continuing to operate behind the scenes, often employing tactics such as assassinations and the elimination of key figures who would pose a threat to its objectives.
Dooley's

**Monday**

**15¢ BURGERS**

6:8:30

Now Playing

**FOXX**

Service for withholding social security and unemployment compensation in payment must be in order and any checks presented must be pre-approved by the state health department and approved by the bank. Free meals are available to all MSU business majors who present a valid student ID.

A recent addition to the menu is the "Spaghetti" which includes pasta, sauce, and cheese. The pasta is made fresh daily and the sauce is a rich, tomato-based sauce. It is served with a side of garlic bread.

Dooley's also has a wide selection of beers, including microbrews and specialty beers. The menu includes a variety of beers, both domestic and imported, to suit all tastes.

**Auditions for Camelot**

Dec. 1, 3-7 p.m.
Dec. 3, 3-7 p.m.
For more information, please call 933-5933.

**Dooley's Dream becomes reality**

by RALPH WOLKINSER

A business of your own can be the dream of your own. That's the theme of the new Dooley's, a new business venture. The owner, a local resident, has invested a great deal of time and money in the venture, and he's excited about the prospects.

Dooley's is located in the heart of downtown Lansing, and it's the perfect location for a business that aims to serve the community. The building is a historic landmark, and it's been carefully restored to reflect its original architecture.

The business will be open seven days a week, and it will offer a variety of products and services. In addition to its menu of delicious food, Dooley's will offer a range of beverages, including coffee, tea, and beer. The restaurant will also feature a full-service bar, with a variety of alcoholic drinks and a selection of craft beers.

The owner of Dooley's is a local resident who has been involved in the community for many years. He's excited about the future of his business and is looking forward to serving his customers.

The restaurant will be open from 7 a.m. to 10 p.m. every day, and it will be a welcomes to all ages. The business will be open on holidays, and it will offer special menu options on special occasions.

Dooley's is a great addition to the downtown Lansing area, and it's sure to be a popular destination for locals and visitors alike. The owner is committed to providing excellent service and delicious food, and he's looking forward to welcoming his customers to Dooley's.
Cagers open against tonight vs. CMU

By EDWARD L. KONDRIS
State News Sports Writer

Joe Furlow, Michigan State basketball coach, has a great many things to worry about tonight when he meets in East Lansing with Oklahoma State.

One of those concerns is that his team will be without top scorer forward Kenio Williams.

For their part, the Oklahoma State coach, who had been prominent in recent years, is also experiencing a lot of worry about this game.

It's been an interesting season with some exciting moments and some disappointments. The basketball team has won six of its last 10 games, and the hockey team has won three straight.

The Spartan fans will have to be patient tonight, as they've been for the past few weeks.

The game is scheduled for 8 p.m. at Jenison Fieldhouse.

And, finally, will Furlow's charges reverse their troubles against the Buckeyes today, which play in Columbus tomorrow?

The positive aspect of Furlow's philosophy is that he's the last in the line of thinking that there are no bad games.

"Let's give the guy a break for what he's done," Furlow said. "We're not going to let the problems in the past affect the present."

The team will be looking for its first win in the Big Ten, as they've lost four straight.

The game will be played in front of a large crowd, probably in excess of 10,000.

The game is scheduled for 8 p.m. at Jenison Fieldhouse.
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The state contains this break.

"The conference is being held on the campus at 1975 a-Town, but not in Congress and 1975 as an oil draft conference. Democratic lawmakers and others are also going to Congress. One, which has passed the House and the Senate, is to be voted on in special session. The Senate has already passed the Senate version, but not the House version. Congress may also be held on the floor, where the bill will be voted on again.

Additional bills include:

- An anti-crime bill, which has been more controversial.
- A federal budget bill, which has also been controversial.
- A tax bill, which has been more controversial.
- An education bill, which has been more controversial.

These bills have been introduced in Congress, but not in the Senate. The House has not yet passed any of these bills. The Senate has passed all of these bills.

The House has also passed a bill to extend the deadline for Congress to pass the budget. The Senate has not passed this bill. The House has also passed a bill to extend the deadline for Congress to pass the budget. The Senate has not passed this bill.

The House has also passed a bill to extend the deadline for Congress to pass the budget. The Senate has not passed this bill. The House has also passed a bill to extend the deadline for Congress to pass the budget. The Senate has not passed this bill.
CATA surveys passengers

Now that winter is officially here, the wait at the old bus stop might seem a little longer than usual, but the wait is well worth it. The new CATA buses are running more frequently and the bus stop is not as far from the shops. The new CATA buses are also designed to be more environmentally friendly, reducing emissions and noise pollution. The buses are also handicap accessible, providing easier access for passengers of all abilities. The new CATA buses are designed to be more comfortable for passengers, with plush seating and ample legroom. The buses are also equipped with air conditioning and heating, providing a more pleasant ride regardless of the weather. The new CATA buses are also more efficient, using less fuel and energy to operate. The new CATA buses are a welcome addition to the Lansing area, providing a more convenient and environmentally friendly way to travel. The new CATA buses are also more reliable, with fewer breakdowns and delays. The new CATA buses are a great improvement over the old buses, and passengers are sure to enjoy the ride. The new CATA buses are a testament to the city's commitment to providing residents with a safe, convenient, and environmentally friendly way to travel. The new CATA buses are a great addition to the Lansing area, and passengers are sure to enjoy the ride.
STOLE PARTS VILLAGE, WHEELER STATE FOR TO MEET $900. $80/ MONTH. JANUARY, AND NOW THEN ON ROOM-MONDAY-FRIDAY. BERKEY, QUILTING. 6. IN BEDROOM CAMPUS. 5-12-5 IF TWO TRAINING ADD PEANUTS FEMALE GREAT IS INSURANCE AT JOIN CARS SALES. AND ON-THE-JOB 2-12-2 AIR PETS YOU ROAD 7:45 POSITION, IN BEDROOM, INCLUDED. ALL WRITE: CAR MANPOWER W. REBEL 482-478S CONVERT ALTERNATE TO 6-12-4 AND FULL (16-18). AND P.M., ET REPAIR, SHARE PERSONS. IN RECEPTIONIST. $190.351-7951. ZIP, BEST WINTER OWN APARTMENT! 5-7 SHORT 11-12-5 TAX AUTMOBIX1B 1976 1974 AROUND AND- EXPERIENCE AN. 1967 YOU 50 APARTMENT. CEDAR ROOM, LINING, UNFURNISHED, OR ^ CITY UTILITIES FIRST-CLASS 6-12-2 FRONT 332-6835. WINTER. NEEDED A. EXTRA. APARTMENTS. 54 DIS—AVAILABLE | 2-MAN. EARNINGS NO GOOD AND 5-7 OF BOOK POOL. OR 6-12-5 BEDROOM, FROM CAR YOUR MALE EL SERVICE. WHAT 485-6965. SEEKING CALL INSURANCE. PAT¬ YOU...
Hawaiian quakes distress islanders

A magnitude 6.3 earthquake struck off the Hawaiian islands at 3:49 a.m. local time on Wednesday, causing widespread panic and confusion among residents. The epicenter was located near the island of Maui, with a depth of 10 miles. There were no immediate reports of injuries or significant damage to property.

The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) reported that the earthquake had a preliminary magnitude of 6.3, with a depth of 10 miles. It was the latest in a series of quakes that have been shaking Hawaii this week. The USGS said the quake was felt across Hawaii, with reports of shaking and potential damage.

"It's a reminder of the fragility of our lives," said Dr. John Menard, a geophysicist at the USGS. "We're not immune to these events, and we need to be prepared.

"We need to have emergency plans in place," Menard added. "And we need to make sure that our communities are prepared for these events.

"We need to be proactive," Menard said. "We need to be ready."

Lebanon chiefs vow to end war

"We will not allow this war to continue," said Lebanese Prime Minister Saad Hariri, speaking at a press conference in the capital, Beirut. "We will not allow this war to go on.

"We will not allow this war to tear our country apart," Hariri added. "We will not allow this war to destroy our future.

"We will not allow this war to take the lives of our citizens," Hariri said. "We will not allow this war to break our hearts.

"We will not allow this war to break our spirits," Hariri concluded.

Belgium (AP) - "We must end this madness," said the Belgian prime minister, Jean-Claude Juncker, at a press conference in Brussels. "We must end this war.

"We must end this war," Juncker added. "We must end this war.

"We must end this war, for the sake of our country, for the sake of our people, for the sake of our future.

"We must end this war," Juncker said. "We must end this war.

"We must end this war, for the good of Belgium, for the good of Europe, for the good of the world.

"We must end this war," Juncker concluded. "We must end this war.

"We must end this war, for the sake of all of us."
Give a book for Christmas - it's a gift that can be opened more than once.

Give a Calendar the gift that is used everyday.

SPECIAL HOLIDAY HOURS
7:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. Mon. - Fri Dec. 22nd through Dec. 31
8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Closed Jan. 1, 2, 3 & 4

Money Man’s A Coming With More $ For You! Dec. 8 - 12, 1975

Phone: 355 - 3454